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Abstract
The anharmonic phonon properties of type-I filled inorganic clathrates Ba8Ga16Ge30 and
Sr8Ga16Ge30 are obtained from the first-principles calculations by considering the
temperature-dependent sampling of the potential energy surface and quartic phonon
renormalization. Owing to the weak binding of guest atoms with the host lattice, the obtained
guest modes undergo strong renormalization with temperature and become stiffer by up to
50% at room temperature in Sr8Ga16Ge30. The calculated phonon frequencies and associated
thermal mean squared displacements are comparable with experiments despite the
on-centering of guest atoms at cage centers in both clathrates. Lattice thermal conductivities
are obtained in the temperature range of 50–300 K accounting for three-phonon scattering
processes and multi-channel thermal transport. The contribution of coherent transport channel
is significant at room temperature (13% and 22% in Ba8Ga16Ge30 and Sr8Ga16Ge30) but is
insufficient to explain the experimentally observed glass-like thermal transport in Sr8Ga16Ge30.
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1. Introduction

Type-I intermetallic clathrates, such as
Ba8Ga16Ge30,Sr8Ga16Ge30 have an open cage-like crys-
tal structure (figure 1) and are actively investigated for
potential application in thermoelectric energy generation due
to their phonon-glass and electron-crystal like properties [1,
2]. The cages in these clathrates can be occupied by heavy
guest atoms (referred to as rattlers) which are loosely bound
to the host lattice. The rattlers have large thermal amplitudes
around their equilibrium positions producing several interest-
ing effects like the peculiar lattice dynamics which result in
flat low-frequency phonon modes with avoided crossings and
low lattice thermal conductivity [3–9].

The thermal properties of type-I ternary clathrates
X8Ga16Ge30 (X: Ba, Sr, henceforth referred to as BGG and

∗ Author to whom any correspondence should be addressed.

SGG respectively) have attracted many experimental and
computational research studies [10–12]. Interestingly, while
BGG behaves like a typical crystalline material and has a
decreasing thermal conductivity with rising temperature,
SGG shows a glasslike behavior with reverse temperature-
dependence [10]. The measured thermal displacement of
rattlers in SGG are abnormally large and inspired the devel-
opment of off-centered multi-positioned rattler theory [13].
The off-centering of rattlers is proposed as the reason for
glass-like thermal conductivity of SGG, though similar
glass-like thermal conductivity is also reported for other
clathrates without off-centering of rattlers with p- vs n-type
doping of the material [14, 15]. Further, depending on the
growth conditions, crystal-like thermal conductivity is mea-
sured now for several clathrates with potential off-centering
of rattlers [16].

The computations are not helpful and for SGG, the phonon
dispersion obtained from ab initio driven finite-difference
approach either resulted in imaginary phonon modes or the
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Figure 1. Crystal structure of type-I intermetallic clathrate. The
structure is composed of two types of polyhedral cages: 20
atoms-pentagonal dodecahedra cages (highlighted in magenta color)
and 24 atoms-tetrakaidecahedral cages (brown color). These cages
host 2a and 6dWyckoff sites and are present in the ratio of 2:6 in
crystal structure.

mode-frequencies obtained for low-lying optical phonons are
severe under-prediction of the experimentally measured val-
ues [16, 17]. The large thermal displacements of rattlers ren-
der strongly temperature-dependent force interactions, not
accounted for by lowest-order theories considered so far in
literature [18, 19].

Here, using temperature-dependent force constants and
phonon renormalization theory [20], the anharmonic phonon
properties of BGG and SGG clathrates are obtained in the
temperature range of 50–300 K. We report the phonon fre-
quencies, thermal displacements, and three-phonon scatter-
ing rates in the considered temperature range. Further, using
the multichannel thermal transport theory, we also report
the temperature-dependent contribution to thermal transport
from particle-like phonon and wave-like coherent transport
channels [21].

2. Theory and computational details

The harmonic phonon frequencies, ωqν , and eigenvectors,
eqν , are obtained by diagonalizing the dynamical matrix, Dq,
obtained as [22, 23]:

D3b+α,3b�+β
q =

1√
mbmb�

�

l�
Φαβ
b0;b�l� e

iq.(rb� l�−rb0), (1)

where the summation is over all unit-cells in the lattice (N ),
mb is the mass of atom b in the unit-cell, rbl is the position
vector of atom b in the lth unit-cell, Φαβ

i j is the real-space
(i j,αβ)-element of the harmonic force constant matrix Φ,
and q, ν are phonon wavevector and polarization. The
obtained phonon frequencies (and eigenvectors) are self-
consistently corrected for higher-order anharmonicity via
renormalizationwhich requires higher-order anharmonic force
constants.

While the anharmonic force constants can be obtained from
the finite-difference of density functional theory (DFT)forces
by displacing one or more atoms in the computational super-

cell corresponding to the equilibrium positions of atoms,
the force constants obtained from this approach samples the
potential energy surface (PES) at 0 K. For moderately anhar-
monic solids, this 0 K sampling is adequate and results in a
minimal error. For strongly anharmonic solids, such as
clathrates, the PES anharmonicity is strongly dependent on
atomic displacements and is a strong function of tempera-
ture. In this work, T-dependent force constants are obtained by
force–displacement data fitting on thermally populated super-
cells. The thermal displacements, uαb,l, of atoms in computa-
tional cells are obtained as [24],

uαb,l =
1√
N

�

qν

�
h̄(nqν + 1)
mbωqν

sin(2πη1,qν)

×
�
− ln(1− η2,qν)ẽαb,qν eiq·r0l , (2)

where η1,qν and η2,qν are random numbers sampled from a uni-
formdistribution and constrained by η1,qν = η1,−qν and η2,qν =
η2,−qν . The forces corresponding to these thermally displaced
snapshots are obtained from DFT calculations. The tempera-
ture is taken into account in equation (2) via T-dependentmode
population (nqν) and the phonon frequencies are obtained from
equation (1) via diagonalization of the bare harmonic force
constants (as obtained from the density functional perturbation
theory (DFPT) [25]) based dynamical matrix.

While extracting anharmonic force constants via
force–displacement data fitting, the contribution of the
corrected harmonic force constants (see equation (3) below)
is removed from DFT forces. The anharmonic force constants
are obtained using Taylor-series fitting to residual-force
displacement dataset. The corrected harmonic force constants,
Φc,αβ
i j , are obtained via self-consistent renormalization as [26]:

Φc,αβ
i j = Φo,αβ

i j +
h̄
4N

�

l���l����

�

b���b����

�

γδ

�

qν

Ξαβγδ
i jkl

× ẽγb���,qν ẽ†δb���� ,qν
ωqν

√
mb���mb����

(2nqν + 1)eiq·(r0l��� −r0l���� ), (3)

where Φo,αβ
i j represent the bare harmonic force constants (as

obtained from DFPT), and nqν , Ξ
αβγδ
i jkl are the Bose–Einstein

distribution and quartic force constants (as obtained from
residual-force displacement data fitting above). The corrected
harmonic force constants are obtained by iterating through
equation (3) based on updated phonon frequencies and eigen-
vectors. Finally, the entire cycle of residual-force displacement
data fitting and self-consistent renormalization is repeated
until convergence to obtain the self-consistent set of corrected
force constants.

The phonon scattering rates are obtained by considering the
three-phonon scattering processes as [20, 22, 26]:

1

τ o,3phqν
=

�

q1ν1

�

q2ν2

��
(nq1ν1 − nq2ν2 )W

+
�

+
1
2

�
(nq1ν1 + nq2ν2 + 1)W−�

�
, (4)
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whereW represents scattering probability matrix given by:

W± =
2π

h̄2

���Ψνν1ν2
q(±q1)(−q2)

���
2
δ(ωqν ± ωq1ν1 − ωq2ν2 ). (5)

The Ψνν1ν2
qq1q2

are the Fourier transform of real-space cubic con-

stants, Ψαβγ
bl;b�l�;b��l�� , and are obtained as:

Ψνν1ν2
qq1q2

= Ψνν�ν��
qq�q�� = N

�
h̄
2N

� 3
2�

b

�

b�l�

�

b��l��

�

αβγ

Ψαβγ
bl;b�l�;b��l��

×
ẽαb,qν ẽ

β
b�,q�ν� ẽ

γ
b��,q��ν��√

mbωqνmb�ωq�ν�mb��ωq��ν��
e[i(q

�·r0l�+q�� ·r0l�� )]. (6)

The δ in equation (5) represents the delta-function ensuring
energy conservation and the summation in equation (6) is
performed over phonon wavevectors satisfying crystal
momentum conservation, i.e., q+ q1 + q2 = G, where G is
the reciprocal space lattice vector.

The total thermal conductivity is obtained as:

ktot = kp + kc, (7)

where kp and kc are the contributions of particle and coher-
ent channel towards the thermal transport [21]. The contribu-
tion of particle channel towards the thermal conductivity in
the α-direction is obtained by solving the Boltzmann transport
equation and using the Fourier’s law as [22]:

kpα =
�

q

�

ν

cqνv
2
qν,ατqν,α, (8)

where cqν is the phonon specific heat and vqν,α is the α com-
ponent of phonon group velocity vector vqν(vqν =

∂ωqν
∂q ). The

phonon specific heat are obtained from the phonon vibrational
frequencies as:

cqν =
h̄ωqν
V

∂noqν
∂T

=
kBx2 ex

(ex − 1)2
, (9)

where V is the crystal volume, kB is the Boltzmann con-
stant, and x = h̄ωqν

kBT
. The coherent contribution towards the lat-

tice thermal conductivity is obtained using the formulation of
Simoncelli et al [21] as:

kcαβ =
h̄2

kBT2

1
VN

�

q

�

(ν �=ν1)

ωqν + ωqν1
2

Vα
q,νν1V

β
q,ν1ν

× ωqνnqν(nqν + 1)+ ωqν1nqν1 (nqν1 + 1)
4(ωqν − ωqν1 )

2 + (Γqν + Γqν1 )
2

× (Γqν + Γqν1 ). (10)

Γqν in equation (10) is phonon linewidth (Γqν = 1/τ qν) and
Vα
q,νν1 is the α-component of velocity operator obtained as:

Vq,νν1 =
1

2
√
ωqνωqν1

�eqν |
∂Dq

∂q
|eqν1� . (11)

The thermal mean squared displacements of atom b in α
direction are obtained as,

�|uα(bl, t)|2� =
h̄

2Nmb

�

qν

ω−1
qν (1+ 2nqν)|eαq,ν(b)|2, (12)

where the phonon frequencies, ωqν , and eigenvectors, eαq,ν(b),
are obtained using the renormalized force constants.

The open-source quantum mechanical simulation pack-
age Quantum Espresso is used to perform the DFT cal-
culations with scalar-relativistic PBE exchange-correlation
functional based ultra-soft pseudopotentials. The planewave
kinetic energy cutoff and electronic wavevector grid are set at
60 Ry and 2× 2× 2 respectively. The total energy change is
less than 5× 10−4 Ry/atom on increasing the kinetic energy
cutoff to 100 Ry or electronic wavevector grid to 6× 6× 6.
The structures are fully relaxed to ensure residual forces
are less than 10−5 Ry/Bohr. The relaxed lattice constants as
obtained using these settings are 10.95 Å and 10.86 Å for
BGG and SGG respectively which are an over-prediction of
experimentally measured lattice constants by 2% and 4% [27]
and is a known shortcoming of PBE functionals [28]. We note
that we have tested the effect of overprediction of lattice con-
stant on PES by extracting PES corresponding to 6d Sr atoms
in the plane parallel to the hexagonal face of the tetrakaidec-
ahedral cage at computationally relaxed and experimentally
measure lattice constants. We found that there is no qualita-
tive difference in the PES extracted at two considered lattice
constants and, in particular, the PES has a single potential well
in both cases.

The harmonic force constants are initially obtained on a
2× 2× 2 phonon wavevector grid using the DFPT calcula-
tions and are later interpolated to a 8× 8× 8 grid during
the renormalization process. The cubic and quartic force con-
stants are obtained by force–displacement data fitting on a
2× 2× 2 computational cell consisting of a total of 432
atoms. 150 such thermally displaced cells are used in this
study resulting in a total of 194 400 equations. The cubic force
constant interactions are included up to 5 Å and the quartic
force constant interactions are limited to first neighbor shell.
The three-phonon scattering rates are obtained on a phonon
wavevector grid of size 8× 8× 8. The obtained total thermal
conductivities are converged to within 5% with these choices
of simulation parameters.

3. Structure

The crystal structure of type-I inorganic clathrate is shown in
figure 1. The structure belongs to cubic space groupPm3nwith
spacegroup number 223. The cage atoms occupy sites 6c, 16i,
and 24k and encapsulate the guest atoms located at sites 2a and
6d. The primitive unit cell is composed of 54 lattice sites of
which 46 are occupied by Ga (16i) and Ge (6c and 24k) atoms
and 8 (2a and 6d) are occupied by Ba/Sr atoms. The cages at 2a
sites are isotropic and are composed of 12 regular pentagonal
surfaces. The cages at 6d sites are asymmetric with 12 pen-
tagonal and two hexagonal surfaces. For 2a cages, the bond
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stiffness corresponding to Ba and Sr guest atoms (calculated
by displacing guest atom by 0.01 Å in required directions) are

1.62 and 1.06 eVÅ
−2
. For 6d cages, the stiffness is anisotropic

and is 0.34 (0.12) and 0.84 (0.46) eVA−2 in directions parallel
and perpendicular to six-membered rings for Ba (Sr) atom.

Previous literature studies have suggested the off-centering
of the guest atoms in 6d cages for Sr atoms [5, 9, 18, 29].
There have been studies where theoretical models have
been used to explain guest off-centering [13, 30], however,
to the best of our knowledge, these studies are all fitted to
explain the experimentally observed large thermal displace-
ments of atoms and there are no studies explaining guest off-
centering using ab initio methods. The attempts on using ab
initio calculations for SGG either resulted in imaginary modes
with on-centered guest atom or the obtained guest frequen-
cies are way lower than experimental measurements [17]. We
believe that these anomalous theoretical results are due to
(i) the use of finite-difference approach for the extraction of
phonon frequencies, and (ii) non-accounting of anharmonic
effects on phonon frequencies. In particular, the PES is rela-
tively flat for Sr atoms (as is evident from very low stiffness

of 0.12 eV Å
−2
) and the obtained forces in finite-difference

method are comparable to numerical noise, thus resulting
in numerical displacement-size dependent frequencies in the
findings of Christensen et al [16]. Further, in the same
study, the authors obtained 1.6 times smaller phonon frequen-
cies compared to that measured in experiments for low-lying
optical modes using the experimentally extracted anisotropic
harmonic force constants. To comply with experimental find-
ings, authors assumed that somehow the atoms are experi-
encing isotropic forces around their equilibrium positions and
the proposed isotropic model resulted in an excellent agree-
ment with experimental results. As will be shown later, this
under-prediction of frequencies from anisotropic harmonic
model is due to ignorance of higher-order effects and with
inclusion of anharmonicity, the obtained frequencies are
in perfect agreement with experiments without the use of
isotropic assumption (the latter was assumed by authors due
to random hopping of rattler atoms between different off-
centered sites).

Our structure relaxation suggests energetically-stable on-
centered positions for both Ba and Sr clathrates. We explored
the PES around the centered-positions by manually displac-
ing rattler atoms in the plane parallel to hexagonal face of
tetrakaidecahedral cage and plot the resulting energies in
figure 2. We observe that for both clathrates, the on-centered
position has lowest energy. We have also carried out sim-
ilar PES mapping for suggested off-centered site of Sr at
(0.6, 0.6, 0.1) Å [8, 10] and found the similar behavior. As
such, we have used on-centered guest atoms for all calculations
reported in this work. This choice is further justified since the
experimentally extracted energy barrier for off-centered tun-
neling of rattlers in SGG is ∼5 meV and is smaller than the
thermal energy of atoms in the temperature range of interest
(50-300 K) [9]. It is worthwhile to emphasize that this 5 meV

Figure 2. The PES of (a) Ba and (b) Sr atoms around the 6d
centered site of tetrakaidecahedral cage in the plane parallel to the
hexagonal face with cage center as the reference. The PES for Sr is
flatter compared to Br, thereby, indicating that Sr atoms are loosely
bound and experience more anharmonic potential as compared to Ba
atoms.

tunneling barrier is within the numerical noise of different sim-
ulation parameters used in this study and is, therefore, not
resolvable here.

4. Phonon dispersions

The anharmonic phonon dispersion of BGG and SGG
clathrates as obtained using the temperature-dependent force
constants are plotted in figures 3(a) and (b) along with the
atom-decomposed density of states and inverse participa-
tion ratio. The inverse participation ratio is a measure of
mode localization and varies between 1/Nunit and 1 for com-
pletely localized and delocalized modes (Nunit is the number
of atoms in the unitcell, 54 for considered clathrates). The
DFPT phonon dispersion in figure 3 corresponds to the lowest-
order theory, i.e., under harmonic assumption andwithout con-
sidering T-dependent PES or phonon renormalization. The
experimentally measured Raman modes at 300 K are from
reference [29].

For both BGG and SGG, the acoustic phonons remain
majorly unaffected with temperature and are delocalized
with predominant contribution from cage atoms. In contrast,
optical phonons undergo strong renormalization with temper-
ature and become stiff at high temperatures. The effect is
maximum for low frequency optical phonons and the frequen-
cies become stiffer by 15 and 50% for these phonons at the
gamma point at 300 K. These low frequency optical modes
have predominant contribution from guest atoms centered
inside 6d cages. Consistent with the rattling motion of these
atoms, the inverse participation ratio of these modes is smaller
than 1.

5. Mean square displacements

Moving further, the thermal mean square displacements are
obtained using the temperature-dependent phonon dispersion
for atoms sitting at different lattice sites and the results
are presented in figure 4. For guest atoms at 2a sites and
cage atoms, the thermal displacements are isotropic (i.e.

�u2x� = �u2y� = �u2z � = Uiso) and varies between 0.01–0.02 Å
2

4
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Figure 3. The anharmonic phonon properties of (a) BGG and (b)
SGG clathrates as obtained using the temperature-dependent
sampling of the PES and quartic phonon renormalization. The open
circles in dispersion plots represent experimentally measured
Raman frequencies at a temperature of 300 K from reference [29,
31]. The density of states and inverse participation ratio are reported
in side-figures for 300 K.

at 300 K which are consistent with experimental measure-
ments [5, 10, 18, 32–35] and are similar in range to other
crystalline materials [20, 36]. For guest atoms at 6d sites, the

displacements are anisotropic and are larger than 0.02 Å
2
in

the plane parallel to the hexagonal face of the tetrakaidecahe-
dral cage (�u2x� = �u2y� = U	 and �u2z � = U⊥). The U	 > U⊥
for both BGG and SGG, since the stiffness in ⊥ directions
are higher. For BGG at 300 K, the obtained thermal displace-

ments are 0.018 and 0.039 Å
2
for 6d cage atoms in the planes

perpendicular and parallel to hexagonal face of tetrakaidecahe-
dral cage. These numbers compare well with the experimen-

tal measured values of 0.015–0.018 and 0.046–0.052 Å
2
by

Christensen et al [18] For SGG, the corresponding calculated

numbers are 0.026 and 0.067 Å
2
. The comparison with exper-

iments is not possible for SGG due to a wide spread in the

measured values (0.03–0.08 Å
2
using the isotropic model and

0.03 and 0.14 Å
2
using the anisotropic model [5, 10, 32–34]).

The results reported in figure 4 clearly suggest that the
accuracy of lowest-order harmonic theory decreases at high
temperatures. At a temperature of 300 K, the lowest-order
theory predicts erroneously large thermal displacement of

0.18 Å
2
for Sr atoms located at 6d sites; thus highlighti

ng its failure in describing anharmonic phonons and associated
thermal properties of SGG.

Figure 4. The mean squared thermal displacement of (a) and (b)
guest atoms centered at sites 2a and 6d, (c) and (d) cage atoms Ga
and Ge. The guest atoms centered at 6d sites have anisotropic
thermal displacements and U⊥,U	 represent displacements
perpendicular and parallel to the hexagonal face of the
tetrakaidecahedral cage. The experimental datapoints in (b) are from
reference [18].

Figure 5. (a) The mode-dependent phonon lifetimes and (b) phonon
mean free paths for BGG and SGG clathrates as obtained by
considering the three-phonon scattering processes at a temperature
of 300 K. (c) The temperature-dependent contribution of phonon
and coherent transport channels, and (d) the total thermal
conductivity of BGG and SGG clathrates. The dotted horizontal
lines in (b) represent the Ioffe–Regel limit [37]. The experimental
datapoints in (d) are from reference [10].

6. Lattice thermal conductivity

Next, we calculate the phonon scattering rates by consid-
ering the three-phonon processes and report the resulting

5
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Figure 6. The thermal conductivity contribution and accumulation
functions for (a) particle and (b) coherent transport channels in BGG
and SGG at a temperature of 300 K.

mode-dependent lifetimes and mean free paths at a temper-
ature of 300 K for BGG and SGG in figures 5(a) and (b). It is
recently reported that in rattler-like compounds, the mean free
paths of phonons could be shorter than the Ioffe–Regel limit
and thereby question the validity of particle-like phonon pic-
ture [20, 21, 37, 38]. For considered clathrates, the obtained
mean free paths for majority of the phonons are larger
than the Ioffe–Regel limit (obtained as the minimum inter-
atomic distance). Nevertheless, we calculate the temperature-
dependent thermal conductivities of both clathrates using the
multi-channel transport model [21] and report the results
in figures 5(c) and (d). The contribution of coherent trans-
port channel towards thermal transport is 13% and 22% in
BGG and SGG at a temperature of 300 K. With reducing
temperature, while the contribution of particle-like channel
increase as 1/T, the contribution of coherent channel decrease,
thereby resulting in a decrease in coherent contribution at
lower temperatures. At a temperature of 300 K, our total
predicted thermal conductivity of BGG is 1.26 W m−1 K−1

which is in close comparison with experimentally measured
value of 1.31 W m−1 K−1 [10] and first-principles compu-
tations based value of 0.97 W m−1 K−1 [12] though the
later was obtained without considering the contribution of
coherent transport channel. For SGG, our predicted value is
0.77 W m−1 K−1 compared to an experimentally measured
value of 1.01 W m−1 K−1 [10]. With reducing temperature,
while the total predicted thermal conductivity increase for both
BGG and SGG, the experimentally observed trend is crystal-
like and glass-like for BGG and SGG respectively. We believe
that these different temperature trends in the computed and
experimentally measured thermal conductivity of SGG could

be due to (a) off-centering of guest atoms in experimentally
synthesised samples of SGG [16], (b) contribution from higher
order phonon scattering and renormalization terms in the com-
puted thermal conductivity of SGG, (c) electron-phonon inter-
actions which alter the nature of thermal transport as reported
earlier [11, 14].

At last, we also compute the phonon thermal conductivity
accumulation functions for the particle and coherent transport
channels at 300 K and report the results in figures 6(a) and (b).
As can be seen from figure 6(a), the modes with frequencies
lower than 2.0 THz are the main contributor to the particle-
like transport channel in both BGG and SGG. As discussed
above, these modes are majorly dominated by 6d rattler atoms.
In case of coherent transport channel, the contribution of such
modes is significantly lower, as all frequencymodes contribute
to thermal transport via coherent channel in BGG and SGG as
shown in figure 6(b).

7. Conclusions

To summarize, we obtained temperature-dependent phonon
properties of type-I clathrates BGG and SGG accounting for
anharmonic effects. In contrast with experiments, our calcu-
lations suggest stable on-center position for both Ba and Sr
in tetrakaidecahedral cages which could be a limitation of
the pseudopotentials and/or simulation parameters used in this
study. With on-centered guest atoms, we are able to repro-
duce experimentally observed thermal displacements of rat-
tler atoms at various temperatures. For thermal conductivity of
BGG, we are able to reproduce the experimentally measured
value at 300 K and the associated temperature-dependence. In
case of SGG, while we find that the coherent channel contribu-
tion to thermal transport is significant, the multi-channel ther-
mal transport model with on-centering of guest atoms is insuf-
ficient in explaining the experimentally observed glass-like
temperature-dependence of the thermal conductivity.
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